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Transitions

A transition from using corpora as a tool 

mainly for teaching vocabulary and 

collocations 

to teaching wider aspects academic writing 

through the use of corpora



“Why should L2 [second language] learners learn to 
use concordance information themselves? One reason 
is that no one can learn everything there is to know 
about a language from being told; at some point, the 
learning depends on observing how the language 
works and drawing one’s own conclusions from 
observations – this is called data-driven learning.“              

(Cobb, 2010 p. 16)  



Beginning: word choice

Using some corpus materials 

• in the course of Academic vocabulary

• in one-to-one tutorials





adjective + problem

This is a perfect solution to a massive problem!



adjective + solution

acceptable

alternative

critical

convincing 

credible

perceived 

definitive

desirable

simple 

suitable

successful

temporary

tentative

theoretical 

unsatisfactory

unexplored

workable



Word choices

This is a perfect solution to a massive problem!
definitive

successful

effective

optimal

convincing 

credible

serious

severe

fundamental

major

extensive

widespread

acute



‘One criticism aimed at DDL is that it 
ignores the “big themes” of language 
such as tenses’.
(Alex Boulton 2007)



Big theme: Stance



Stance ‘refers to the language features writers 
use to comment on their statements in order 
to convey their attitudes, opinions and 
degrees of commitment to what they say…’ 

(Hyland (2016). 

It includes: 

• hedges and boosters which increase or decrease 
the strength of what you are saying;

• evaluative language (or attitude markers) and

• self-mention (Hyland, 2016).



Big theme: strength of claim 

Strong

critical

convincing 

credible

definitive

successful

effective

optimal

perfect?

Cautious

acceptable

suitable

temporary

tentative

workable

possible

Solution



Big theme: strength of claim 

Academic General

BAWE

BNC Medicine

Perfect solution?



Big theme: hedging, avoiding 
overstatements 

The most is hedged in academic writing by the use 

of perhaps, even, among, probably, amongst, 

arguably, would have been + appears in quotes



Big theme: stance (boosters)

Frequencies 

per million

Academic 

abstracts

Law 

reports

BNC 

Commerce

Academic 

General

BAWE Learner 

student

definitely 0 4 7 10 22 140

How can you explain these differences in 

frequencies ?

Frequencies of definitely in different corpora



Big theme: stance (boosters)

Frequencies of definitely in different genres



Big theme: stance (boosters)

Why is clearly consistently used with results?

Boosters: clearly



Big theme: stance (boosters)
Boosters: clearly



Big theme: Argumentation



Big theme: common patterns in 
introducing the research gap - tenses + word 
choice + evaluative language + prepositions



Big theme: Patterns of introducing       
research problem

25



Big theme: Supporting claims, giving 
reasons

‘PROFCORP, 95% of the tokens for problem (39 of 41) fall into a 

causal category whereas in STUCORP only 32% of the tokens (150 

of 473) occur in a causal relation’. Flowerdew (2003: 499).



Big theme: Supporting claims, giving 
reasons



Big theme: Patterns of counter-
argumentation
• Counter-argument: One could argue that

• Rebuttal of the counter-argument 

• Restatement of  own argument



Big theme: Patterns of counter-
argumentation

It seems wrong, therefore, to suggest, as some critics do, that the Lake 
District avoided the worst distresses. While enclosure came later to 
the Lake District than the southern parts of England, there is plenty of 
evidence of rural depopulation in the later years of the eighteenth 
century. This was because the system of land tenure was remarkably 
different from other areas …

Counter-argument: Some critics claim that

Rebuttal of the counter-argument 

Restatement of  own argument



Big theme: Recurrent patterns in 
presenting results

In which examples authors:

1. highlight the significance of 

the results

2. compare their results with 

previous research

3. emphasise the novelty and 

contribution of their 

research

4. suggest treating results with 

caution



My transition 

From 

using corpora as a tool to teach vocabulary 

to

using corpus searches to raise students awareness of a 

‘bigger picture’:

• Elements of academic style

• Stance, e.g., strength of claim, using hedging and 
boosters

• Joining the use of tenses and the purpose of writing

• Argumentation: supporting claims, introducing the 
research gap or problem, giving reasons, using counter-
argumentation, framing results



My transition 

From
using corpus materials in a course of 

Academic vocabulary and occasionally in tutorials

to
• teaching a course Academic writing with corpora

(Beginners and Advanced)

• and using corpus materials in 
Literature reviews

Writing introduction

Writing abstracts

Writing about methods

Describing visual data

Tenses and passive voice in academic writing
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